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magix soundpool vol 18 rar free pc repair softwareQ: Debugging glibc 2.12 bug with recursive function call I'm having a strange issue, in glibc 2.12 (Ubuntu 16.10), where I have a recursive function (to enable root functionality), which calls another function (with what looks like the wrong arguments). I've added some logging, and gdb it so that I can see what's going on. If I run the code by hand,
like./test_example.exe, everything works as expected and the first function is correctly called, but if I run the code in gdb, the first function call is to the expected function (after a long pause it calls the second function), but the second function call is all wrong and throws an error: #0 0xbffff0b4 in?? Here's the code, the first function is defined in : char test_example(void) { setuid(geteuid()); return 0; } And

here's the stack trace, the second call is made from the first function, however, from the first one: #1 0x00007ffff7b3de19 in __GI_raise (sig=sig@entry=6) at../nptl/sysdeps/unix/sysv/linux/raise.c:56 #2 0x00007ffff7b3b7e5 in __GI_abort () at abort.c:89 #3 0x00007ffff7bddc0c in __GI_exit_group () at../nptl/sysdeps/unix/sysv/linux/exit.c:103 #4 0x00007ffff7bdd88e in _exit () at exit.c:83 #5
0x00007ffff7bdd91b in __libc_realloc (old=0x7ffff71d6180, size=6, curr=6,... #6 0x00007ffff7be1e5a in test_example () (gdb) bt #0 0x00007ffff7b3de19 in __GI_raise (sig=sig@entry=6) at 3e33713323
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